Luxury
Bathroom
Case Study
Project brief
The brief entailed:

Mark and Sarah had decided they could not live with their old
decrepit bathroom any longer and it was time for a change. Their
vision
was
for
a
bathroom
with
a
W OW
factor where use of this room would be a special
experience rather than a necessity. ABC Building & Contractors Ltd

Replacing old bathroom with
new bathroom suite including
luxury bath with waterfall taps,
walk-in shower, mood LED
lighting and integrated sound
system, new window and
timber flooring

(ABC) impressed them with their advice on how they could achieve this dream at an affordable price,
and were selected from a number of suppliers who were invited to provide a quote.

Challenges that had to be overcome
 Temporary facilities had to be provided for daily use whilst works were carried out
 Special equipment was required for cutting high spec porcelain tiles to install specialised lighting
and audio equipment

 Intricate plumbing was required for waste drainage from low level shower base unit

Successful outcome
The installation was delivered on time, within budget and exceeded expectations

Customer feedback
“Dear Dan,
I would like to write and formally thank
you for the work you did on our home.
At first we were very concerned as to
whether our vision for our new bathroom
could be achieved. I am pleased to say that
the finished article has more than met our
expectations. It feels like a luxury hotel bathroom which has now unfortunately put the
rest of our house to shame. You will be the
first company we approach to tackle our next
big project being the kitchen.
Many thanks to John, Billy and yourself for
all your hard work and dedication to detail.”
Mark & Sarah Nelson Hertford, Herts
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